Renewable Energy & Cleantech Services
Transforming the Way You Think About Energy

The time to invest in renewable energy is now.
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We’ve been there…

Corporate commitments to
renewable energy have more
than doubled from 1.18GW in
2014 to 3.21GW in 2015.1

1.2

gigawatts

Green power is projected to be
60% of all energy investment by
2040, outpacing brown power.2

Business Renewables Center: Corporate Renewable Deals
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20%

We’ve facilitated over 75
renewable energy projects
worldwide, adding 1.2 gigawatts
of clean power to the grid.

Schneider Electric evaluated,
managed, and facilitated more
than 20% of all corporate Power
Purchase Agreements in the
U.S. and Mexico in 2015.

Bloomberg New Energy Finance: New Energy Outlook 2016

…And we’re ready to help you.
Portfolio Solutions

Project Solutions

Start your cleantech and renewable journey here.

Maximize the value of your cleantech and renewable
energy projects.

Our holistic approach begins at the strategic planning stage
identifying, qualifying, and prioritizing opportunities that map
to your specific portfolio and business requirements.

Market Intelligence
Stay up-to-date on the latest Cleantech and renewable
opportunities and regulations around the globe.

As your experienced, unbiased, third-party advisor, we’ll
manage the intricate procurement process to ensure
execution of right-sized projects with reputable vendors at
competitive prices.
Following contract execution, we’ll provide ongoing visibility and
reporting of project performance to ensure maximum efficiency
and avoid surprises.

Receive regular updates on newly proposed or revised
compliance standards, mandates, policy guidelines and
more affecting cleantech and renewable markets around
the globe.

Environmental Trading

Access the New Energy Opportunities (NEO) Network ,
a web-based platform powered by Schneider Electric, which
brings together companies, leading solution providers,
and affiliates to accelerate and facilitate new energy
opportunities and share best practices.
™

Explore the latest developments in carbon markets and how to
reap full benefits of RECs.
Our comprehensive environmental trading services maximizes
project value and provides your organization with expertise and
hands-off management.

Accelerate your renewable energy and cleantech initiatives today.

sustainability@ems.schneider-electric.com

